Quality Education School, Kingdom Of Bahrain
“Nurturing Brilliance Building Values"

Grade 4

English Unit 1 Review

Name :

I

Date:

Match the word to its meaning.

1.

supper

a.

burning very brightly

2.

Thoughtful

b.

Dinner

3.

Blazing

c.

Thinking

1_____,2______,3______
II. Give one word for: .
1. to take care of someone - ____________________
2. to became an adult - ____________________
III. Frame sentences
1.amazing

2.favorite:____________________________________________________________
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IV. Reading comprehension. .
Read the passage carefully and answer the questions given below.
Once upon a time , a long time ago, the sun, the wind, and the Moon were three
sisters, and their mother was a pale ,lovely star that shone far away in the dark
evening sky. One day ,their uncle and aunt Thunder and lightening invited the three
sisters to have supper. So the sun in her dress of gold, the wind in a trailing dress that
rustled as she passed, and the Moon in a wonderful gown of silver went to the dinner
party. ! it was a supper to remember! The table was spread with a cloth of rainbow.
There were ice creams like the snow on the mountain tops, and cakes as soft and
white as clouds, and fruits from every part of the earth. The three sisters ate a lot,
especially the sun and the wind, who were very greedy and ate everything. But the
Moon was kind and remembered her mother. She hid a part of her supper in her long
white fingers to take home and share with her mother the star.
1. Who invited the three sisters to the supper?
_____________________________________________

______________________________________________
2. What did the three sisters eat?
______________________________________________

______________________________________________

3. Frame a sentence with the word ‘ kind’.
______________________________________________
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4. Write the antonyms of ‘Pleasant’.

______________________________________________

Grammar

I. Fill in the blanks with adverbs of frequency
1. I eat an egg ___________________ (daily / never)

2. My brother is never sad. He is ____________
happy.( always/ sometimes)

II. Rewrite the sentences using capital letters and full stop

1.my family went to london for a holiday

______________________________________________

2.i think either Italy or france will win the world cup.

______________________________________________
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Quality Education School, Kingdom Of Bahrain
“Nurturing Brilliance Building Values"

Grade 4

English Unit 2 Review

Name :

Date:

Comprehension
I

Match the word to its meaning.
1.

Captured

a. Faithful

2.

Guardian

b. Control by force

3.

Wicked

c. Protector

4.

Loyal

d. Evil

1_____,2______,3______,4_______

II. Give one word for:
.
1. someone who does bad things -_______________

2.someone who is very strong – ________________

3. Someone who is very clever - ________________

III. Frame sentence

1.discover:-
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2.brave:_____________________________________________________________________

IV. Write the opposite of ;1. narrow X _______________
2. captured X_______________
3. discovered X _____________
4. loyal X _______________

V, Textual comprehension
Read the passage carefully and answer the questions given below
Long ago ,a wicked tribe called the Digons captured the peaceful kingdom of Raban.
Only one thing could save the kingdom and the people of Raban – three magic stones
that were hidden in a secret place. The people of Raban wanted to be free, but
someone had to find the magic stones. So every year the guardians of the kingdom
chose a special boy or girl to go on a journey to find the stones.
1. What happened to the kingdom of Raban?

2 What was hidden in a secret place?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. What did the guardians do every year?
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_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
4. The synonym of “wicked”.
_____________________________________________________________________
Grammar
I. Fill in the blanks with suitable relative pronouns
1. The house __________________Jack built is large .( what. that)
2. Can you remember ________________Dad parked the car?( where/who)
3.I am sure _____________you will pass the exam.( that /which)
II complete the each sentences using simple past tense.
1. Yesterday I ______________________( find) 10 pounds on the floor.
2.Last night ,I ______________________( sleep) nicely.
3. Before , I always ___________________________( forgot) how to spell
hippopotamus.
III. write the irregular verb of:
1. draw- _________________________
2.teach-________________________
3.meet-__________________________
4.win-___________________________
5.find-__________________________
6. take -__________________________
7.go -____________________________
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Quality Education School, Kingdom Of Bahrain
“Nurturing Brilliance Building Values"

Grade 4

English Unit 3 Review

Name :

I

Date:

Match the word to its meaning.
1.

Nudge

a.

Blow

2.

Gasping

b.

Faint

3.

collapsed

c.

Poke

1_____,2______,3______

II. Choose correct answer and fill in the blanks
Venus

Neptune

Jupiter

Red -orange

Dwarf

1._____________ planet has got poisonous yellow clouds.
2._______________has winds that travel at 2000 km per hour.
3.Mars planet is ________________in color.
4.Pluto is called _____________ planet.
III. Reading comprehension. .
Read the passage carefully and answer the questions given below.
In our solar system ,eight planets move around the Sun. The nearest planet to the sun
is Mercury . It is the smallest planet in our solar system. Mercury doesn’t have any
Moons. Earth is small and rocky and is the only planet to support life. Satellite pictures
show it is light blue with white clouds. The Earth has one moon. Mars is a red –orange
colour. It is small, rocky and lifeless. It is also one of the driest planets. It has two small
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moons called Phobos and Deimos. Saturn is one of the most beautiful planet in the
solar system. Jupiter is the biggest planet.

1. Which is the nearest planet to the sun?

2. Which is the beautiful planet in the solar system?

______________________________________________

3._________________and_________________are the

two small moons in the planet Mars.

4. Choose two superlative adjectives from the above passage.

5. Which is the biggest planet in the solar system.

Grammar
I. Complete the sentences with comparative adjective
1.The sea is _____________( deep )than river.
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2. The train is ______________(fast) than a bus.

II. Complete the sentences using superlative adjectives

1.Rayan is the _______________(rich) boy in the school.

2.The Nile is the _____________(long) river in the world.

I. Creative writing

My family or My favorite Planet ( Refer workbook pgs-13 / 39

II. Unseen passage
( Kindly refer the examples given in the workbook pgs-15,30, & 40)
III. Dictation
Spelling list is given in the workbook pg-45.
IV. Listening skill
V. Picture comprehension
BEST OF LUCK
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